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PRESS RELEASE   
 

OVHcloud appoints  

Benjamin Revcolevschi as Group's Deputy CEO joining the 

Executive Committee 

 
Roubaix, 23 April 2024 – OVHcloud, the European Cloud leader, announces the appointment of 
Benjamin Revcolevschi as Deputy CEO effective from 6 May 2024.  

Benjamin will head up all operations both in France and internationally, with a particular focus on 
innovation, sustainability and the development of new products within our current and future 
datacenters. He will bring to OVHcloud the expertise required to continue the Group's development.  

"We are delighted to welcome Benjamin to the Executive Committee. His vision, overall pragmatic 
approach and his customer focus will be additional strengths in continuing the rapid development of 
OVHcloud, helping in successfully executing our strategic plan. The hiring of Benjamin reflects the 

attractiveness and immense potential of OVHcloud. It's an extremely positive signal in line with our 

development goals. I would like to join Octave, the Executive Committee and all our employees in 
welcoming him.” said OVHcloud CEO Michel Paulin.  

Benjamin is a seasoned leader in the telecommunications and IT sectors. After beginning his career 

at the Boston Consulting Group, he held operational and business management positions at Neuf 

Cegetel/SFR before becoming Managing Director of Fujitsu in France. Until recently, he was Head of 

France and Benelux for the global IT services company DXC Technology. His significant 
achievements include the creation and development of SFR's cloud business and the successful 
repositioning of Fujitsu and DXC Technology in the regions he was responsible for. Passionate about 
innovation, with values, Benjamin is a key player in the current technological landscape and a key 

asset for OVHcloud. 

Benjamin Revcolevschi is a graduate of École Polytechnique, Télécom-Paris and Paris-Dauphine 

University.  

"I'm honoured to be joining OVHcloud and excited about the prospect of working with the Group's 2,900 
employees worldwide, who are driven by a unique culture of innovation at the service of its customers. 
I'm looking forward to helping build a different cloud, one that is ethical, and to taking part in this 
incredible human adventure.” commented Benjamin Revcolevschi. 
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About OVHcloud 

OVHcloud is a global player and the leading European cloud provider operating over 450,000 servers within 

42 data centers across 4 continents to reach 1.6 million customers in over 140 countries. Spearheading a 

trusted Cloud and pioneering a sustainable Cloud with the best performance-price ratio, the Group has been 

leveraging for over 20 years an integrated model that guarantees total control of its value chain: from the 

design of its servers to the construction and management of its data centers, including the orchestration of its 

fiber-optic network. This unique approach enables OVHcloud to independently cover all the uses of its 

customers so they can seize the benefits of an environmentally conscious model with a frugal use of resources 

and a carbon footprint reaching the best ratios in the industry. OVHcloud now offers customers the 

latest-generation solutions combining performance, predictable pricing, and complete data sovereignty to 

support their unfettered growth. 
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